Driving Directions to
Berberabe Pier

The drive from Manila to Berberabe takes about one hour.
1. From Manila take the South Luzon expressway [SLEX]
2. After about 40 minutes you will see the Calamba turn off which also is marked for
Batangas City – do NOT take the exit, continue on the expressway
3. You will then enter the Star Tollway which goes all the way to Batangas. After the last
toll booth [90 minutes from Manila] there is a roundabout. Take the LEFT TURN onto
the National road to Batangas city [straight ahead goes to the public ferry terminal]
4. After about 3.5km there is a slight fork in the road, with a Monument to the LION'S
CLUB in the center. Continue straight along the right fork, however you will then need
to double back. Take the first left [200m], next left [200m] so that you heading back
towards the fork from the opposite direction. Just before the fork there is a right turn
which puts you on the road towards SM BATANGAS
5. Pass SM Batangas and drive for about 6km past SHELL REFINERY storage tanks, the
large GAS TERMINAL and then the SAN MIGUEL MILLS buildings.
6. The road now starts to climb a hill and after about 1km, you will see signs on the right
side of the road for various Resorts and Dive Centers based around Puerto Galera.
7. This is the turn-off for Berberabe. Cars need to pay to enter the area can be left in safe
parking next to the pier
8. Our boats are usually the FANTASEA boats. Identify yourself and the boatmen will help
with your bags
9. All passengers bound for Puerto Galera are required to pay a Peso 50 Environmental
Users Fee [EUF] . Often they do not collect this fee, however it is a legitimate charge if
someone asks you pay
10. Porters are available to carry bags. Peso 30~50 for a small bag and up to Peso
50~100 for a heavy dive bag would be reasonable.
You've followed the instructions to the letter and you're still lost?
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KEEP CALM . RELAX. YOU'RE ON HOLIDAY!

Call Rick on +63 917 540 8410 or our head driver Rey on +63 928 506 7579 for
instructions
frontierscuba@gmail.com
www.frontierscuba.com
+63 917 540 8410
skype: Frontier Scuba
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